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Abstract—Heterogeneous network is a promising solu-
tion to improve the energy efficiency of the cellular system.
In this work, an energy efficient power management
scheme designed for LTE femtocells is presented. Using
user and service classification, the proposed algorithm bal-
ances the network coverage, average data rate and energy
consumption. Simulation results confirms the superiority
of proposed algorithm in energy efficiency and coverage.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Towards providing omnipresent connectivity, the
mobile cellular networks have experienced a tremen-
dous development and evolved to the 4th generation.
However, the fast growing information and commu-
nication industry is now a major contributor of CO2

emission [1], which could ultimately cause global
warming. Furthermore, along with the depleting fos-
sil fuel resources, the electricity price is escalating.
Therefore, to protect the environment and maintain a
sustainable development, energy efficiency becomes a
critical metric for cellular network design.

One of the key technologies to reduce energy con-
sumption is heterogeneous network, where the cell size
is diversified. Small cells (micro/pico/femtocells) can
efficiently cover the area with poor signal reception or
large data demand. As the latest product of the small
cell technology, femtocells are tailored to solve the in-
door coverage problem. Modern buildings usually have
thick walls and glasses to maintain room temperature
and keep away noise. Traditionally, the macro base
station, or eNode B (eNB) in LTE terms, needs high
transmit (Tx) power in order to penetrate the building
walls. Using femtocells, the indoor user equipments
(UE) can be served by small indoor base stations. The
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base station in femtocells is often referred as Home
eNode B (HeNB). The HeNB typically has a maximum
Tx power of 20-30 dBm and covers a range of 10-30
meters. To exploit the existing infrastructure, the HeNB
is generally connected to the backbone network through
user’s DSL (Digital subscriber line) or cable [2].

Although the heterogeneous network is effective in
reducing energy consumption, the total energy used
by small cells themselves is increasing. The latest
projection shows, that small cells will have more than
70 million shipments by the year of 2017 [3]. Supposing
half of them are femtocells and each femtocell requires
a power of 12 W (105.12 kWh/annum) [4], the total
energy consumption of all femtocells will be more than
3.6× 109 kWh/annum. With such a large yet growing
number, the total energy consumption of femtocells can
not be ignored.

Furthermore, the effectiveness of the energy effi-
cient algorithms can not be solely determined by the
amount of energy being saved. The purpose of energy
efficient algorithms is to save more energy on the
premise that the network should maintain its quality of
service (QoS) [5]. Since the deployment of femtocells
results in new source of interference, the target of the
energy efficient strategy is to smartly mitigate the inter-
ference and efficiently utilize the spectrum resources.

The majority of the femtocells are meant to be
deployed by the users, that means, the femtocells will
be in suboptimal locations, with unknown environment
and turned on and off randomly. Due to these facts,
most of the conventional optimization techniques for
macrocells cannot be directly applied to femtocells.
An energy efficient spectrum allocation is proposed
in [6], to maximize the data rate per unit energy.
In [4], according to the user activity detection, the
femtocell can be turned into idle mode to save power.
An opportunistic power control based on clustering of
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Fig. 1. (a) SINR to effective SNR mapping. (b) Effective SNR to
CQI mapping

the femtocells is proposed in [7]. And in [8], a power
control scheme based on measured received (Rx) power
of the macro eNB is presented.

In this work, a energy efficient power management
scheme for LTE downlink is addressed. The proposed
power management scheme takes several realistic con-
straints into account. Firstly, the communication a-
mong eNBs and HeNBs is in coarse time scale, which
means, a centralized solution is infeasible. Secondly,
the interference mitigation strategies generally require
signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) as input
parameter. However, under current LTE standards, the
actual SINR information available at the base station
is far from perfect. Therefore, a quantized channel
quality indicator (CQI) is adopted as the input of the
proposed scheme. Moreover, due to the “user deployed”
nature of femtocells, the power control scheme must be
autonomous. The proposed power management scheme
also considers the QoS for different service types,
where the users have different demands.

II. PRELIMINARIES

The purpose of this work is to deliver an algorithm
which does not depend on strong assumptions and easy
to implement in practice. Thus, information about cur-
rent LTE standards and other related issues is addressed
in this section.

A. LTE physical layer

The LTE downlink is based on orthogonal frequency
division multiple access (OFDMA), where informa-
tion is carried by parallel subcarriers with orthogonal
frequencies to overcome frequency selectivity of the
wireless channel [9]. In LTE frame structure, a resource
element (RE) is defined as 1 subcarrier × 1 OFDMA
symbol. A slot, which is usually made up by 7 OFDMA
symbols, has a length of 0.5 ms in time domain. The
basic unit for resource allocation is physical resource

block (PRB), which consists 12 consecutive subcarriers
in 1 slot.

As a feature of OFDMA, different modulation and
coding schemes (MCS) can be applied to different
PRBs. Moreover, the MCS can be made adaptive to
channel conditions, where the base stations can choose
either higher data rate or better error protection, ac-
cording to the channel quality. To facilitate adaptive
modulation and coding (AMC), UEs must measure
the channel quality and send the information to base
stations. To reduce the signaling overhead, the channel
quality information is compressed into a 4 bit CQI in
LTE standards [10].

The generation of CQI follows two steps. At first,
the SINR of several PRBs are compressed into an
effective signal to noise ratio (SNR), as depicted in
Fig. 1 (a). Transmitting the same amount of information
with the effective SNR in additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel will have the same error probability
as transmitting with different SINR on different PRBs.
The commonly used mapping algorithm is exponential
effective SNR mapping (EESM), where the mapping
parameters have to be calibrated with extensive simu-
lations [11]. After that, the effective SNR γ is mapped
into the CQI Q through a step function

Q = f(γ), (1)

as shown in Fig. 1. Each CQI value corresponds to
a combination of modulation and coding scheme. The
MCSs are carefully chosen, such that the block error
rate (BLER) does not exceed 10% in the corresponding
channel condition. For the sake of simplicity, the first
step of compression is omitted in this work, and the
SINR is directly mapped into CQI. It is also assumed
that the CQI is available for every PRB.

B. Femtocell deployment

Due to the orthogonality among subcarriers, there
is no inter-channel interference (ICI) in the OFDMA-
based LTE networks, assuming perfect frequency syn-
chronization. The only interference left is the co-
channel interference (CCI), which exists when signals
using the same frequency band overlap.

The multi-tier structure of the heterogeneous net-
work potentially leads to cross-tier interference. If the
femtocells use a dedicated frequency band, the cross-
tier interference can be eliminated [12]. However, the
spectrum is an extremely valuable resource, and each
operator has its own limited spectrum. Although the
cross-tier interference is mitigated, a large amount of
macro UE (MUE) must share a reduced spectrum,
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which will eventually cause degradation in macrocell
capacity.

In contrast, the more commonly used scheme is
partial sharing, where the eNBs can use the whole spec-
trum and HeNBs can only use a part of the spectrum,
since HeNBs typically serve much less UEs. Partial
sharing also enables smart spectrum allocation, where
the eNBs can reserve the shared part of the spectrum
to avoid interference [13].

Regarding the access mode, femtocells can either
have open access or closed subscriber group (CSG).
In open access mode, all the UEs entering the range
of a HeNB will be automatically handed over to the
HeNB. Whereas in CSG, only the licensed UE can
become home UE (HUE), and the MUE in the range
of HeNB are potential victims of CCI. According to
the recent market statistics, the absolute majority of the
commercially available femtocells are using CSG [14].
Therefore, only CSG is considered in this work.

C. Channel model

On top of the conventional co-tier interference a-
mong macrocells, several new kinds of interference
arises in the considered scenario with partial sharing
and CSG, as shown in Tab. I. The HeNB to HUE inter-
ference exists, if the femtocells are densely deployed.

Consider a network with MMC eNBs and MFC

HeNBs, the total number of base station in this network
is

M = MMC +MFC. (2)

The SINR can be calculated with the Rx power of
the signal and interferences. Taking a HUE n, which
suffers from both co-tier and cross-tier interference, as
an example, the SINR can be written as

γn(t) =
Pm,n(t)

MMC∑
i=1

Pi,n(t) +
M∑

j=MMC+1,j ̸=m

Pj,n(t) +Wn(t)

,

(3)
where the indices of interfering eNB and HeNB are
denoted by i and j, respectively. Pm,n is the Rx power
of the serving HeNB m. Pi,n is the Rx power of

Aggressor Victim Type
eNB MUE Co-tier
eNB HUE Cross-tier

HeNB MUE Cross-tier
HeNB HUE Co-tier

TABLE I. CO-TIER AND CROSS-TIER INTERFERENCE TABLE
[15]
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Fig. 2. Rx power in heterogeneous network

the interfering eNB i and Pj,n is the Rx power of
interfering HeNB j, respectively. Wn is the thermal
noise power and t is the time index. In practice, the
femtocells have very small Tx power, thus, many Pj,n

would be close to zero and neglected. The SINR of
other UEs can be calculated similarly.

The Rx power Pm,n can be determined by

Pm,n =
Sm(t)GmHm,n(t)

Lm,n(t)
, (4)

where Sm is the Tx power, Gm is the constant antenna
gain, Hm,n is the magnitude of the normalized fast
fading process and Lm,n is the pathloss. The fast fading
is usually characterized by the Rayleigh process and can
be realized with auto-regressive (AR) filtering [16]. The
commonly used model for the pathloss has the general
form of

Lm,n(t) = A+ C log dm,n(t), (5)

where parameters A and C must be empirically deter-
mined according to the radio wave propagation envi-
ronment and dm,n is the distance between base station
m and user n. In addition, the wall penetration loss
should be applied to the pathloss, as shown in Fig. 2.

D. Traffic model

In most of the literature, the system performance
is evaluated with channel capacity, which is directly
deduced from the SINR using Shannon’s formula [12]
[17]. However, this traffic model is unrealistic in real
systems, especially for users who use voice commu-
nications. As long as the QoS requirement is met, the
user cannot benefit from extra frequency band or further
boost of signal strength.

In this work, the data traffic is modeled in a less
abstract level. Three kinds of services are specified,
namely, voice over IP (VoIP) service, data service and
web service. The VoIP users have the highest priority,
which means the frequency resources will be first
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allocated to the VoIP users. The data rate requirement
of VoIP users is fixed to 64 kbps, in another word, the
throughput per unit energy can only be improved by
reducing the power margin but not by increasing the
data rate. Thus, this kind of user is also called margin
adaptive (MA). The data users are also margin adaptive,
but their priority is lower than the VoIP users. The data
rate requirement for data users is a random number in
the range of [512 - 2000] kbps. In contrast, the web
users have a minimum data rate requirement, and the
data rate should be maximized subject to the power
limit. This kind of user is also called rate adaptive
(RA) [18]. The assumed distribution of the users with
different services is summarized in Tab. II.

III. POWER MANAGEMENT

In power management, the HeNBs can adjust their
Tx power for higher energy efficiency and avoidance of
interference. However, subcarrier level power allocation
is still not possible in current LTE standards, only PRB
assignment can be performed in the resource allocation
procedure.

A. Resource allocation

The resource allocation scheme should take both
efficiency and fairness into account. Due to the fre-
quency selective channels, each UE has different CQIs
on different PRBs. The UEs with largest variation in
their CQIs are most sensitive in the resource allocation.
Therefore, those UEs should choose their PRBs first.
The variance is used in this work to measure the
variation in CQI.

Suppose there are in total

Nm = NMA,m +NRA,m (6)

users associated to cell m, where NMA,m is the number
of MA users and NRA,m is the number of RA user,
respectively. The users are first sorted according to their
service type. For each service type, the users are again
sorted according to the variance of their CQIs. The user
which has the highest variance pick the PRBs from
the available PRB set Pm, until its minimum data rate
requirement Rn is met. And these PRBs are subtracted
from set Pm. After that, the user with second highest
variance will pick. This process goes on iteratively until

Service Priority Rate requirement Ratio
VoIP High 64 kbps 10%
Data Mid [512-2000] kbps 40%
Web Low ≥ 64 kbps 50%

TABLE II. DIFFERENT TYPES OF SERVICE

Algorithm 1 Resource allocation algorithm
for each m ∈ [1,M ] do

for each n ∈ [1, · · · , Nm] do
while rn < Rn & Pm ̸= ∅ do

k ← argmax
κ∈Pm

Qn,κ

an,k ← 1
Pm ← Pm \ {k}
rn ← B

∑
k

an,k · g(Qn,k)

end while
end for
// Assign the left PRBs to RA users

while Pm ̸= ∅ do
for each n ∈ [NMA,m + 1, · · · , Nm] do

k ← argmax
κ∈Pm

Qn,κ

an,k ← 1
Pm ← Pm \ {k}

end for
end while

end for

there is no PRB left or all the users have their minimum
data rate requirements satisfied. If there are still PRBs
left, those PRBs will be assigned to the RA user in
the second round. The RA users pick the PRBs one at
a time until there is no PRB left. Assuming the users
are already sorted, and the user index is in ascending
order, the resource allocation algorithm is summarized
in Algorithm 1, where k is the index of PRBs, ∅ is
empty set. The assignment parameter an,k is defined as

an,k =

{
1 PRB k is assigned to user n
0 otherwise

, (7)

which is initially assigned to be 0. The calculation of
rn,k utilizes the CQI to data rate mapping function g(·).
And B is the bandwidth of a PRB.

This resource allocation algorithm is used by both
eNBs and HeNBs. Since the only information the
base stations need to make the resource allocation is
the CQIs of their own users, this resource allocation
algorithm is completely decentralized.

B. Adaptive power control

This work focuses on improving energy efficiency
of the femtocells, therefore, the macro base stations are
assumed to have fixed Tx power. The objective function
to achieve energy efficiency is to maximize an utility
function associated to the Tx power of HeNBs. Using
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Algorithm 2 Power control algorithm with adaptive
data rate offset

for each m ∈ [MMC + 1,M ] do
for each t ∈ [tmin, tmax] do

if NMUE,m(t) > 0 then
αm(t)← 0

else
αm(t)← β1−NHUE,m(t)

end if

Rm ←
NMA,m∑
n=1

Rn +
Nm∑

n=NMA,m+1

(Rn + αm)

for all HUE do
Kn ← ⌈ Rn

Rm
· (K −Nm + 1)⌉

ξn ← ⌈g−1( Rn

B·Kn
)⌉

if Qn < ξn & Sm(t− 1) < Smax,m then
Sm(t)← Sm(t− 1) + ∆S

else if Qn > ξn & Sm(t − 1) > Smin,m

then
Sm(t)← Sm(t− 1)−∆S

else
Sm(t)← Sm(t− 1)

end if
end for

end for
end for

data rate as utility, the utility function can be written as

u(S) =

N∑
n=1

rn

M∑
m=MMC+1

Sm

, (8)

where S = [SMMC+1, SMMC+2, · · · , SM ] is the vector
of HeNB Tx power. Be aware that adjusting Tx power
of HeNBs also affects MUE, because of the interfer-
ence. The summation of data rate is not only over
HUEs, but over all the UEs. The optimal Tx power
can be written as

Sopt = argmax
S∈SMFC

u(S), (9)

where S is the set of feasible Tx power. Clearly, finding
optimal solution of this optimization problem requires
enormous effort. Moreover, the optimal solution must
be centralized. And that implies perfect communica-
tions among eNBs and HeNBs, which can not be
realized in the current LTE systems. In addition, the
data rate based utility function is not the only design
criterion. The utility function based on coverage is also
very important, and it is also evaluated with simulations
in this work.

In this paper, a suboptimal heuristic is adopted.
The proposed heuristic works in a totally decentralized

fashion. Each HeNB makes its own decision regardless
the Tx power of the other HeNBs. Typically, the HeNB
needs relatively small Tx power to satisfy the MA users.
However, to give RA users the maximum achievable
data rate, each HeNB must use much larger Tx power.
Therefore, in the proposed algorithm, a data rate offset
αm is applied to each RA user upon its minimum data
rate demand, after that, the power control algorithm
treat the RA users as MA users.

Technically, the RA users are really rate adaptive,
only if α → ∞, whereas the RA users are served
with their minimum data rate demand, if α = 0.
However, choosing large αm does not necessarily re-
sult in better energy efficiency. The trade-off among
capacity, coverage and energy consumption can be
observed here [5]. On one hand, lower data rate offset
leads to lower capacity in the femtocell. On the other
hand, the energy consumption in the femtocell is also
lower, thus the energy efficiency is not necessarily
worse. Furthermore, lower interference to surrounding
MUEs potentially leads to higher macrocell coverage,
and HeNBs with overlapped area can also reduce their
energy consumption, while maintaining the QoS.

Other than using a fixed value, the data rate offset
can be adapted to the number of users in the service
range, assuming the HeNB m constantly assesses the
number of users in its covered range. Since MUEs,
especially indoor MUEs, are most sensitive to inter-
ference, the data rate offset is turned to 0 if there is
any MUE in bound. Additionally, denote the number of
HUEs in the coverage area of HeNB m by NHUE,m.
To reduce the interference to HUEs of other HeNBs,
αm decreases exponentially as NHUE,m increases. The
base β is set to 5 in this work.

As shown in Algorithm 2, the power control
algorithm is performed for each HeNB at each time
step. After αm is determined, the total data rate demand
Rm of HeNB m is calculated by summing up the data
rate demand of each associated user, while the data rate
offset αm is added to each RA user. Then for each
associated HUE n, its required number of PRB Kn is
calculated by the proportion of its data rate demand
in the total data rate demand. The round up operation
guarantees that each user gets at least one PRB and the
summation of PRBs over all the HUE does not exceed
the total number of available PRBs. After that, a target
CQI ξn is calculated using the data rate to CQI mapping
function g−1(·). If the actual CQI is smaller than the
target CQI, the HeNB reduce its Tx power, and vice
versa. Notice that the final power control is based on
CQI value, even if αm →∞, still some power can be
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Fig. 3. (a) Network layout, vertical and horizontal lines indicate
streets, boxes indicate buildings, “∗”s indicate eNBs. (b) Dual stripe
model, “∗”s indicate HeNBs, “+” indicate indoor users

saved, because the CQI has a upper limit of 15. And
in this case, as soon as the CQI reaches 15, the power
will stop to increase, while the user already has the
maximum achievable data rate.

The HUEs are usually indoor and move only with
pedestrian speed. Consequently their CQIs vary slowly
and can be perfectly predicted [19]. Hence, after the
algorithm reaches a steady state, there will seldom be
any vibration in the Tx power. The Tx power increment
∆S determines how fast the algorithm converges. Since
CQI is discrete, the variation in SINR ∆γ, which
changes CQI by 1, can be calculated using the inverse
of (1):

∆γ = f−1(∆Q = 1). (10)

Assuming the interference stay unchanged, the CQI can
be changed by 1 if the variation in Rx power ∆P is
the same as ∆γ in dB. Considering there are femtocells
with overlapped coverage area, ∆S is set to ∆P/2 in
this work.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Simulation environment

In the evaluation, an urban area with 19 macro sites
is simulated. Each macro site serves 3 macro cells,
forming a network with 57 macrocells in total. The site-
to-site distance is 500 meters. As illustrated in Fig. 3
(a), a number of buildings are randomly located in the
simulated area. On average, there is one building per
cell. Each building has a structure as shown in Fig. 3
(b), where 10 × 4 apartments are within one building
[20]. 20% of the apartments are equipped with HeNBs
in the center of the rooms. Half of the HeNBs are turned
on at the same time. Some other parameters about the
network are summarized in Tab. III.

In total 400 MUEs are located in the simulated area,
and 80% of them are indoor, where each HeNB has 1-5

HUEs placed in the same room. Instead of using static
locations, realistic mobility models are implemented
for all the UEs. Outdoor users, both pedestrian and
vehicular, can only move along certain horizontal and
vertical streets, as shown in Fig. 3. Indoor users can
only stay indoor and move with relatively low speed.
The mobility related parameters are summarized in
Tab. IV.

The movements of the users cause time varying
Rayleigh fading channel, which is model by AR filter-
ing, whereas the urban environment leads to frequency
selectivity, which is modeled by a exponential power-
delay profile [21]. The calculation of pathloss is given
in Tab. V, where δ is the distance between the UE and
its projection on the building wall, q is the number of
inner walls separating base station and UE, Liw = 5
dB is the inner wall loss and Low = 10 dB is the outer
wall loss.

Since the proposed CQI-based power management
is aiming at providing low complexity solution which is
easy to implement in a real system, a conventional low
complexity measurement based power control scheme
proposed in [8] is used as reference. The measurement
based power control provides the HUE within a radius
dmax at least the same amount of Rx power as from
the strongest macrocell signal. The Tx power of the
measurement based scheme can be written as

Sm , min(P (MC)
m Lm(dmax), Smax,m), (11)

where P
(MC)
m is the measured Rx power at the location

of HeNB, Lm is the femtocell pathloss function. This
conventional scheme assumes the HeNB has the ability
to measure the Rx power from eNBs. It also heavily
relies on the accuracy of the pathloss model.

In the evaluation, the coverage is also compared.
The coverage is defined by

µ =
Nsat

Ntotal
, (12)

where Nsat is the number of satisfied users, and Ntotal

is the total number of users.

HeNB eNB
Carrier frequency 2 GHz 2GHz
Spectrum 2 MHz 10 MHz
Antenna pattern Omni-directional 3-sector
Max. Tx power 20 dBm 46 dBm
Antenna gain 5 dBi 14 dBi

TABLE III. SIMULATION PARAMETERS.
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Fig. 4. Average energy consumption of femtocells

B. Numerical results

Because the trade off of throughput, coverage and
energy consumption, the evaluation of energy efficient
algorithms is difficult. From Shannon’s formula one
can conclude that in the ideal case, data rate grows
sublinearly to the Tx power, hence, using smaller Tx
power gives better throughput the per unit energy [5].
In the real systems, QoS constraints must be taken into
consideration. That means, comparing energy efficiency
only makes sense, if the power control algorithm can
provide enough coverage and throughput. A good pow-
er management scheme should be able to find a balance
among throughput, coverage and energy efficiency.

The average energy consumption of femtocells is
compared for different numbers of HUEs per femtocell
in Fig. 4. The measurement based power control gives
an average of around 17 dBm Tx power, which is
cut the energy consumption by half comparing to no

User vavg Mobility pattern
Outdoor pedestrian 1 m/s Along streets
Outdoor vehicular 10 m/s Along streets
Indoor pedestrian 1 m/s Indoor, random

TABLE IV. USER MOBILITY PARAMETERS, vavg IS THE
AVERAGE SPEED.

eNB - Lm,n = 15.3 + 37.6 log dm,n

indoor UE +q · Liw + Low

eNB - Lm,n = 15.3 + 37.6 log dm,n

outdoor UE
HeNB - Lm,n = max(38.46 + 20 log dm,n,
indoor UE 15.3 + 37.6 log dm,n) + 0.7δm,n

+q · Liw

HeNB - Lm,n = max(38.46 + 20 log dm,n,
outdoor UE 15.3 + 37.6 log dm,n) + 0.7δm,n

+q · Liw + Low
TABLE V. PATHLOSS MODELS IN DB SCALE.
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Fig. 5. Average femtocell energy efficiency
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Fig. 6. Average overall energy efficiency

power control. Using the proposed CQI based power
control, the energy consumption is even lower for
smaller number of users. With 5 HUE per femtocell,
the CQI based algorithm offers nearly the same result
as the measurement based algorithm.

In Fig. 5, the improvement of bit/Joule energy
efficiency of the femtocell using smart power man-
agement can be observed. The measurement based
algorithm improves the energy efficiency by a large
factor comparing to without power control. For smaller
number of HUE per femtocell, the advantage of the
proposed method is evident. With 1 HUE per femtocell,
the energy efficiency is almost three times higher than
the measurement based algorithm. The gap closes when
there are more HUE per femtocell, no improvement can
be seen for 4-5 HUE per femtocell.

Although the throughput of macrocells is not direct-
ly generated by femtocells, it heavily depends on the Tx
power of femtocells, due to interference. In Fig. 6, the
overall throughput per femtocell Tx power is compared.
In this figure, the superiority of the proposed algorithm
is more clear. By properly managing interference, a fac-
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tor of 5 in energy efficiency can be achieved comparing
to the measurement based algorithm. And even with
larger number of users, there is only a small loss.

Furthermore, the overall coverage of the network
is evaluated in Fig. 7, where the proposed CQI based
algorithm shows the best performance. As a conclusion,
even though the proposed algorithm has slightly worse
energy efficiency than the conventional measurement
based algorithm for 5 HUEs per femtocell, it offers
better coverage for the whole network. In this sense,
the proposed power management scheme has the better
overall performance than the conventional scheme.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, an energy efficient power management
scheme is proposed for LTE femtocells. The proposed
scheme takes the QoS constraints as design criteria. The
energy efficiency of the proposed scheme is much high-
er than the conventional scheme with less HUEs per
femtocell and comparable to the conventional scheme
when there are more HUEs per femtocell. In addition,
the proposed scheme offers better coverage. And it is
easy to implement in practice, due to the lack of strong
assumptions.
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